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Mw3 cheats ps3

Get the latest Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 cheats, codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs, distractions, tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, trophies, guides, FAQs, guides, guides, and more for PlayStation 3 (PS3). CheatCodes.com have everything you need to win every game you play! Use the links above
or scroll down see all the PlayStation 3 cheats available for Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3. Secret Killstreaks There are many secret killstreaks: (Kills must be consecutive) ? Unknown name? -9 Kills :Temporarily disable the enemy weapons that leave them with knives. Longcopter-17 Kills (Sniper only):
Be a sniper from an armored attack helicopter. I don't know what to do J.B- 24 Kills: Remove all enemies from the map and disable enemy equipment. CT-75- 32 Kills: Ride Pave Low while controlling 5 Predator Missiles. Team 480- 48 Kills: Call 3 attack helicopters and Riot Team (4 Members).
Specialists - Rank Faster Once you reach level 20, use the Specialist plan. Create classes, give hardline and use Specialist packages. This not only gives you extra points on kills 1, 3, 5, and 7 but also helps you complete profit challenges AND Specialist Challenges for every advantage. You complete the
advantage and each advantage has a Specialist facility challenge to it. For example, if in 1 kill you unlock Assassin, you complete Assassin Challenges while also completing the Specialist Challenge titled 'Assassin.' This is the equivalent of a shipload of XP once you start moving through this challenge.
Not to mention 200 XP per kill in kills 1, 3, 5, and 7 each time. You will be hard pressed to find a faster way to get XP while playing heavy kill mode. You get EXTRA points for killing 8, 9, 10 etc as long as you have all the advantages and have not died so like XP doubles in itself. Secret AK-74U First of all
you need to go to Special Operations. Then you have to go to the first shooting range on a mission. Go to the jeep and look back. There will be a secret AK-74U. Skewer If you run towards the enemy and quickly tap the knife button, you will stab instead of slashing. Get out of map for resistance first of all,



go to the main park and have 2 people with you (both with riot shields) then put his back towards the building and you face it and the tree on the bricks. Then run and hit him with your melee shield and you'll shoot on top of the building then run around until you find a place to get off and you get out. Flip If
you shoot somone on the shoulder with a desert eagle, sniper rifle, or shotgun. They launched into a flip. S4 The S4 is the Russian version of C4. It's very effective. It does 2x the amount of damage (3x if you have 35+ kills.) It also temporarily blinds and slows down all enemies within 25 feet. To get a S4,
you must first have a class with 2 flash grenades or concussions and one C4. C4. Throw a flash grenade/con and make sure they affect someone. Without dying, you can now dispose of your C4 which is now S4. You will unlock Explosive achievements in Russia and get the Power Blast trophy. CoD:
Modern Warfare 3 Reveals Floating Trailer in Lockdown Level To float in lockdown level, you have to go to orange elevator and you will find 2 taxis out of elevator. Climb up the cab and get one turned on that side. Wait a bit so that your jump will be but strong then jump and tap the jump button as fast as
you can. Then go and climb the elevator until you get into the basket. To get into the basket you have to move alittle and or you can go to the back of the basket but wait ti your jump is strong and then you will see the sign and then jump and you will land on the sign and when you look down you will be
floating in the air. Inti Barakaa Get on the audience and then go to the boat pier. Then head east and keep going until you go to the end of the map and there will be a giant hole in the sea. In The Edge For this mistake you have to go down turn. Find a room with a lot of money in it. Go out the side of the
room, you'll find for the truck to go on the right. Go a little forward then left. You see the edge on the building on the right. Ran to the edge and jumped at the last second. You're now on the edge of going to the very back. A bigger post is now there. Get on the very small edge of that left and jump to the
other side of the great post. More Then Two Guns In Special Ops Survival Mode This glich works on any map. First you will need $7000 and you will need two mp5 guns and an 1887 model. From the first 5 waves. Go to the laptop with the gun on it. Then the best weapon that is cheap is their $1500 sub
machine gun on a ps3 d pad press pad down fast and the x key is as fast as 4 times and you have to get 3 guns. Note you that to have a lot of money. Lap Glich you need a pistol guard one that works on any map. First buy a gun the guard puts it anywhere. Then go buy and pretador the missile goes to
the guard gun with the pretador missile when looking at moving the guard gun on your screen press and hold the square button and hold the left button on the d pad. At the same time. You'll see the missile won't shoot. Press the circle to get out of the missile pretador lap up will close and reopen you can
close behind your running will lap up until you buy the only gun thsts you can get out of this cliché. Invincible Mallobie After Price kills Mollobie and finds out about volk, you can still And blood will appear, unlike other corpses. Arkaden Road Way If you have mw3 online for ps3 go to akaden in a private
match switch the team to spectater then go to the real end of the map looking down you will see a big orange ball and a little blue ball in front of that turn you will see a poster of the car on the road. Road. Color Name When typing your name, press shift and ^ and then numbers. This will remove the
symbol you just wrote, and change the color of your username. The color is: Current font color Is Black : Shift,^,0 Font color is now Blue : Shift,^,4 Font color is now Dark Blue : Shift,^,5 Font color is now Dark Gray : Shift,^,9 Font color is now Green : Shift,^,2 Font color is now Gray : Shift,^,8 Font color is
now Orange : Shift,^,7 Font color is now Pink : Shift,^,6 Font color is now Red : Shift,^,1 Font color is now Yellow : Shift,^,3 Complete Trophies 'Mind the Gap', 'Goalpost', and 'Return to Sender' on Veteran difficulties. Payback (Silver) Earn 48 stars in Special Ops Mission Mode. Complete Overachiever
(Silver) 'Persona Non Grata', 'Turbulence', and 'Back on the Grid' on Veterans difficulties. Out of the frying pan... (Silver) It has a balance of $50,000 currently in this Special Survival Ops game. Get Rich or Die Trying (Silver) Complete 'Bag and Drag' and 'Iron Lady' on Veterans predicadies. City of Lights
(Silver) Destroy all helicopters with just an UGV grenade launcher in 'Persona Non Grata.' What's Up... (Bronze) Take back New York Harbor. Complete the 'Hunter Killer' on any difficulties. Wet Jobs (Bronze) Save the U.S. Vice President. Finish the 'Goalposts' on any difficulties. Welcome to WW3
(Bronze) Escape Paris with Volk. Complete 'Iron Lady' on any difficulties. We Will Always Have Paris (Bronze) Reaching the church. Complete 'Eye of the Storm' on any difficulties. Vive la Révolution! (Bronze) Infiltrate the village. Complete 'Back on the Grid' on any difficulties. Until There's No Point
(Bronze) Destroy the Jamming Tower. Finish 'Black Tuesday' on any difficulties. Too Big to Fail (Bronze) Kills 30 enemies with XM25 on 'Black Tuesday.' This Is My Boomstick (Bronze) Get 1 star in each Mission Mode Special Ops mission. Tactician (Bronze) Kills 5 enemies with one grenade in Single
Player or Special Ops. Strike! (Bronze) Find Makarov's next move. Complete 'Stronghold' on any difficulties. Storm the Castle (Bronze) Completes the Juggernaut with a knife in Special Operations. Serrated Edge (Bronze) Attacking shipping companies. Resolve 'Back to Sender' at any difficulty.
Sandstorm! (Bronze) Get out of town. Complete 'Blood Brothers' on any difficulties. Requiem (Bronze) Make it to Westminster. Complete 'Mind the Gap' on any difficulties. One Way (Bronze) Tickets Complete Special Ops Mission Mode Games in Hardened or Veterans without fallen players. No Help
Needed (Bronze) Kills 9 enemies by strafing A-10 runs on 'Scorched Earth.' Nein (Bronze) Destroys 3 tanks with one 105mm shot in 'Iron Lady.' Ménage à Trois (Bronze) Kills 20 enemies with Chopper in a single run in 'Return to Sender.' Kill Box (Bronze) Melee 5 enemies in a row in Single Player or
Special Ops. Jack the Ripper (Bronze) Collect Collect Intel items. Informant (Bronze) Survives 1 wave in this Special Survival Ops game. I Live (Bronze) Defending the President of Russia. Resolve turbulence at any difficulty. Frequent Flyer (Bronze) Destroys all targets during the mortar sequence with
only 4 shells in 'Back on the Grid.' For whom The Shell Toll (Bronze) Saved the Russian President. Complete 'Down the Rabbit Hole' on any difficulties. Diamonds in Rough (Bronze) Buy all items from the Arsenal of Survival Equipment. Defense Spending (Bronze) Buy all items from the Water Survival
Support Arsenal. Danger Zone (Bronze) Lower the helicopter with ac-130 smoke grenades in 'Bag and Drag.' Danger Cover (Bronze) Escape from the mountain safe house. Complete 'Persona Non Grata' on any difficulties. Carpe Diem (Bronze) Earns 1 star in Special Ops Mission Mode. Brag Rags
(Bronze) Kills 2 enemy helicopters without getting hit in Special Ops Survival game. Birdie found the girl. Complete the 'Scorched Earth' at any difficulty. Bad First Date (Bronze) Track Volk. Solve 'Bag and Drag' at any difficulty. Back Seat Driver (Bronze) Starts Single Player Campaign at any difficulty.
Back in Battle (Bronze) Buy all items from the Survival Arsenal. Arms Dealer (Bronze) Completes a Special Ops Mission Mode game with the same number of murders as your partner. 50/50 (Bronze) Collect 46 Intel Items. Scout Leader (Silver) Reaches Wave 10 in each Special Ops Survival mode
mission. Survivor (Silver) Completes 'Black Tuesday' and 'Hunter Killer' on Veteran's Predicad. The Big Apple (Silver) Complete 'Eye of the Storm', 'Blood Brothers', and 'Stronghold' on veterans' predica. The Darkest Hour (Silver) Complete 'Scorched Earth', 'Down the Rabbit Hole', and 'Dust to Dust' on
Veteran's predicadness. This is the End (Silver) Reaching Wave 15 in each Special Ops Survival mode mission. Unstoppable (Silver) Finish the campaign at any difficulty. Who Dares Wins (Silver) Complete a campaign about hardened or veteran difficulties. The Best of the Best (Gold) Get all the
Trophies available for Modern War® 3. All In (Platinum) Kill all 5 enemies during zero-g sequence in 'Turbulence.' Flight Attendant (Bronze) Killstreak Rewards: Assault Strike Package 3 Kills - UAV 4 Kills - Care Package 5 Kills - Intelligent Munitions System 5 Kills - Predator Missile 5 Kills - Sentry Gun 6
Kills - Precision Airstrike 7 Kills - Attack Helicopter 9 Kills - Strafe Run 9 Kills - AH-6 Overwatch 1 9 Kills - Reaper 10 Kills - Assault Drone 12 Kills - AC-130 12 Kills - Pave Low 15 Kills - Juggernaut Armor 17 Kills - Osprey Gunner Killstreak Rewards: Specialist Strike Package This facility operates in
addition to the standard 3 set for custom loads selected at the beginning of the match. 2 Kills - First Perk 4 Kills - Unlock Second Perk 6 Kills - Unlock Third Perk Killstreak Rewards: Support Strike Package 4 Kills - UAV 5 Kills - - 5 Kills - Ballistic Vest 5 Kills - Airdrop Trap 8 Kills - SAM Turret 10 Kills -
Recon Drone 12 Kills - Advanced UAV 12 Kills - Remote Turret 14 Kills - Stealth Bomber 18 Kills - EMP 18 Kills - Juggernaut Recon 18 Kills - Escort Airdrops. We haven't had an Easter egg for Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3. If you have unlockables please submit. We haven't had any distractions for Call
of Duty: Modern Warfare 3. If you have unlockables please submit. DLC Cup: Apex (bronze) #3 Content Collection Complete Vertigo Special Ops Mission at any difficulty. dr0n3d (Silver) Completes 'Arctic Recon' Special Operations mission under 3 30. Flyswatter (Bronze) Destroy all helicopters on a
Vertigo Special Operations mission. Pinnacle (Bronze) Completes Vertigo Special Operations mission on Veterans' difficulties. Stay Frosty (Bronze) Completes 'Arctic Recon' Special Operations mission at any difficulty. Sub Zero (Silver) Completes 'Arctic Recon' Special Operations mission on Veterans'
difficulties. For Jugger or Jugger-Naut (Silver) Kill all juggernauts after they land on veteran difficulties in the Vertigo Special Ops Mission. Deer in Headlights (Silver) Stabbing five stunned enemies in a row on a Special Operations Light 'Em Up mission. Give This (Bronze) Complete Special Operations
Special Delivery mission on Veterans difficulties. Discriminate Against Buyers (Bronze) Use exactly one of the care packages in a Special Operations Special Delivery mission. Handle carefully (Bronze) Complete Special Operations Special Delivery missions at any difficulty. Lights Out (Bronze) Complete
a Light 'Em Up Special Operations mission about veterans' difficulties. Siege (Bronze) Complete Special Operations mission Light 'Em Up on any difficulties. Untouchable (Silver) Uses only one self revive treatment package in Special Operations Special Delivery missions. DLC Cup: Content Pack 6
dr0n3d (Silver) : Complete the 'Arctic Recon' Special Ops mission under 3:30. Stay Frosty (Bronze) : Complete the 'Arctic Recon' Special Operations mission at any difficulty. Sub Zero (Silver) : Complete the 'Arctic Recon' Special Operations mission on Veterans' difficulties. DLC Cup: Content Collection
#2 complete the 'Iron Clad' Special Operations mission at any difficulty. Empress... (Silver) : Complete a 'Kill Switch' Special Operations mission about Veterans' difficulties. Helipocalypse (Silver) : Destroy 6 helicopters on a 'Kill Switch' Special Operations mission. High Roller (Silver) : Complete an 'Iron
Clad' Special Operations mission about veterans' difficulties. Not a Scratch (Silver) : Finish with your tank in full health in the 'Iron Clad' Special Operations mission. One-Four-One (Bronze) : Complete a 'Kill Switch' Special Operations mission at any difficulty. Difficulty.
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